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PREFACE

Part of the material for this paper was obtain

ed from articles written on cottonwood of other spe

cies, and applied where ever conditions were compar

able. Imformation , received in this manner, has

been given full credit by the use of quotation marks

and footnotes. All other imformation has been obtain^d

as the result of my own investigation,

I wish to express my appreciation for the assis

tance given by Professor T. J. Starker.
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INTRODUCTION

Populus trichocarpa, the native cottonwood of the

Pacific Coast Region has been used in several leading

industries for a number of years. To supply the demand

it has been cut recklessly and without regard to the

future • The result is that the major portion of mature

stands have been cut. An abundance of available substi

tutes has allowed the passing of cottonwood without

realizing its many desirable qualities. Many large firms

can see that their future is dependent upon growing their

own forests . Other concerns are divising schemes where

by it will be profitable for individuals in the community

to produce the required logs. The typeof forest grown

must produce the required materials in as short a time

and for as big a financial saving as possible. It is

in view of these facts that the following article has

been written.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

*nPopulus trichocarpa is found from the coast range

of southern Alaska and southward through the interior

Yukon territory, British Columbia, Washington ,and Oregon

to southern California (San Jacinto Mts.); Northern Idaho,

and Montana. Itbccurs at lower levels on river bottoms,

* Trees of The Pacific Coast Region" By George B.Sudworth.
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sand bars and banks, in sandy humus, rich soil, where it

is largest; and at higher elevations, in canyon bottoms

and gulches, in moist, sandy or gravelly soil, where it

is much smaller." ( Map on adjoining page)

GROWTH

Twenty ineh growth at thirty five years is common.

The average growth for Populus trichocarpa when planted

in plantations is .57 inches; in natural stands the

annual diameter growth is an average of .464 inches.

The height growth in natural stands is 3.7 feet per year;

and for plantations 4.1 feet per year. These figures

are for the average growing conditions and for stands up

to twenty five years old. After the twenty fifth year

diameter and height growth decreases rapidly. After the

age of sixty years the height growth is negligible and

the diameter increase is so small that the depreciation

far exceeds the increase in volume. Two stands examined,

one at Albany, Oregon and the other at Peoria, Oregon

a distance of fifteen miles apart, proved to be exceptions

to the previous statement. The two plots consisted of ten

trees each. Ages of the trees were between ninety and

one hundred years and in both cases all trees were absolute

ly sound. One 51 inch log 8 feet long, from the plot at

Peoria, scaled 1056 board feet by the Boyle rule. From

data available , at the present time, 35 years is the
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Jtfaximum crop rotation profitable under management.

The annual rings of an ornamental, grown in Corvallis,

Oregon showed an annual growth averaging between 3/4—1 l/4

inches between the age of fifteen and twenty five. Growth

gradually decreased to an annual growth of l/4 inch.

^ood soil will produce 4— 5 cords of wood per acre

per year ,

The results obtained by the Crown Willamette Company

on their cottonwood plantation proves that the future pro

duction of Populus trichocarpa is feasible. The plot was

planted in 1910 and cut in 1927. Cuttings or scions were

planted with an interval of 10 by 10 feet. Between the

time of planting and cutting no work was done on the plot .

'From 8.9 acres 341 cords or approximately 19,000 board

feet per acre were cut in seventeen years. The minimum

diameter was 4 inches and the maximum 17 inches. The

soil is the ordinary river silt typical of sites of

natural stands.

Another plot measured showed a yield of 44,880 board

feet per acre for a stand 80 years old, but long past

maturity and which had deteriorated approximately 15—20

percent from decay. This grove was planted for a wind-'

break and is located on good black loam soil. The spacing

used was 9 feet by 9 feet. No work has been done on the
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grove since it was planted. The area has been used as

a pasture for hogs and other stock.

The rate of growth by decades is shown by the table

and graph on the next page. A stump analysis was made

from two plots of ten trees each . Plot number one is

( Fig.2 &3 Plate I ) located on the coarse gravelly soil

of an old river bed. Plot number two is located on the

banks of the river and about fifteen miles from plot

number one. The growth rate for both plots is nearly

the same. Measurements were taken by starting at the

pith and counting out ten rings and placing a pin.

A pin was placed at the edge of each tenth ring and on

a straight line from the center of the stump to the outer

edge. The distance between the pins was measured to the

closest l/8 of an inch and recorded. These measurements

are given on page 7. From this data the average increase

in diameter per decade was computed and placed in the

table previously referred to. The results of the analysis

show that the maximum growth occurred during the second

decade, with ajslight decrease during the fourth decade,

after that the tendency is to decrease but with an occasion

al, spurt of good increment. All the trees in the plots

were absolutely sound. Decay ,in most cotton woods, gen-
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STUMP ANALYSIS

Plot No.l

Radius growth measured in inches.

Tree

No.

First

"Decade

Second

Decade

Third

Decade

Fourth

Decade

1 2 3 3 4i

2 6* 5f H 5/8

3 5 3-1/8 i* 1/2

4 4* H i

5 . 5 3 i* 1/4

6 1* 4 4* 1/2

7 »fr ** 2 1/2

8 2£ ft 2f If

9 &i 6* 4i 2

10 3* 5i 6i **
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Plot ITo. 2.-

(Radius growth measured in inches

Tree First Second ffhird Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh Eighth Etfinth
_£fi!i Decade Decade Decade Decade Decade Decade Decade Decade Decade

1 1-1/2 4 4-1/2 2-1/2 1-1/2 2 1-1/2 1

2 1-1/4 4 3-1/8 2-1/4 1-1/2 1-1/4 1-1/8 1/2
3 2-1/2 4-1/4 5-3/4- 4-1/4 2 2-3/4 2-3/4 2-l/2
4 3-1/2 3 2 1-1/4 2-1/4 2-3/4 2-1/8 1-5/4 1-1/2 1

N

5 2- 2-3/4 2-1/2 2-1/2 2 2^1/4 2-1/8 1-1/2
1

6 3 2 2-3/4 3-1/2 3 2-1/2 . 5/4
7 1-1/2 2-1/4 1-1/2 3 2-1/8 2-7/8 2 2 1-1/8
8 2-1/4 2-1/4 1-1/2 2-1/4 2 2 1-3/4 1-1/2 1

9 1-3/4 2 1-3/4 1-7/8 2-1/2 2-5/8 2-1/4 1-7/8 1-7/8
10 2 2-3/4 2-3/4 3 3 2-5/8 2-5/8 2 1-1/2
11 1 1-1/4 2 2 4 4 4 3-1/2 2-1/2
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Plot No. 1

No. of Di- . ' er. lit. Bd. Ft.

Tree Inches in Lo Volume

1 24 4 410

2 10 3 70

3 6 1 20

4 10 2 50

5 20 4 320

6 12 2 60

7 10 2 ' 50

8 20 4 320 )

9 18 2 170

* 10 12 40

11 20 4 50

12 16 3 130

13 54 4 1130

14 32 4 920

15 20 pie

16 12 2 60

17 32 4 920

18 24 4 550

19 16 3 190

20 20 3 270

21 16 4 250

22 20 4 290

23 12 2 90

24 8 2 50

25 10 1 50

26 16 2 110

27 . 16 5 190

28 20 4 290

29 18 4 280

30 10 2 50

31 28 4 720

32 22 4 400

33 26 4 550

54 22 4 400

35 23 3 280

36 18 4 200

37 26 4 550

38 18 3 00

39 10 2 50

40 8 1 20



zo

ne t ;:o. 1

No. of Dia. .
. '1

Tree Inches. in ;s. Volume

41 8 1 20

42 8 1 20

43 16 4 280

44 36 5 570

45 52 5 160

Area of plot
84 feet X 150 feet = .507 Acres

Average a ;e z 35 Years

Wc t - 90 feet

Volume per acre = 46,188 Board feet



PLATE NO.I

Fig. I Fig.II

Fig.Ill
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PLATE II

A cottonwood six feet in diameter and

forty feet to the first limb, growing near
^orvallis, Oregon.
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erally commences after the thirty- fifth year and in many

stands the rate of decay exceeds groth after sixty years.

Populus trichocarpa is probably longer lived and more

free from decay than the other cottonwoods. There are

numerous stands perfectly sound from ninety to one hundred

years old, Plate No. 2 shows a cottonwood tree over six

feet in diameter which grows near the Willamette River

and south of Gorvallis,

The volume per acre grown on Plot A ( -^atel Fig. 1)

is 17,100 board feet. Measurements taken on the plot are

given on page 8.

The volume grown per acre on plot No. I (Fig.2&3

Platel ) is 46,188 board feet at 35 years of age and a

total height of 90 feet. Measurements taken on the plot

are given on pages 9 and 10.

STANDS

Cottonwood forms pure stands in narrow belts along

streams, and in limited forests, or occurs in mixture.

In mixed stands the associated species come in after the

cottonwood stand is established. Pure stands above twenty-

five years of age are characterized by large openings,

caused by the intolerance of the species. By the time

cottonwood becomes saw-log size other more tolerant species

have taken possession of these openings and will constitute
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the major portion of the next crop. *"It occurs in mixture

with willows, red and Sitka alders, vine and broad-leaf

maples, lowland fir, and Douglas fir in the north ; red

and white alders, incese cedar and occasionally Souglas

fir at high elevations in the south." Figure 2 on Plate

No.l shows yellow pine coming in under the cottonwood.

Where the tree is subject to dry atmosphere and is depend

ent upon soil moisture only, growth is small. It attains

maximum growth in regions of high humidity and precipitation

with moderate temperature. Cottonwood is very common on

newly formed islands, where it is generally the only

species. The only other species found on this type of

site is the willow. Pure stands of cottonwood are always

even aged. This species is typical of the better sites.

BOTANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Size— This tree is the largest hardwood of the

Pacific Coast Region, Trees two to three feet in diameter

and one hundred fifty feet tall are common. Exceptional

trees are six feet in diameter and two hundred feet high.

See illustration on page \\

Bark The bark of mature trees is grayish colored

with occasional black blotches — 1 l/2 to 2 inches thick,

and deeply divided into narrow ridges. (See page V )

* "Trees of the Pacific Coast Region " By George Sudworth.
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Twigs *"They are indistinctly angled, later

becoming round, shiny and reddish yellow." The pith

is angular to star shaped and reddish brown.

Buds— are greenish brown, from l/4—1 inch long,

l/4 5/8 inch thick and covered with a fragrant yellow-

ish brown gum. //£,,- {x +£*, „ Vx MJtm ,^,/y 1 J& ""« of rne loft**_6eetriny •+*/>'*?;//*f9 ^e&
Leaves — are heart shaped, have an acute apex,

are dark green above and yellowish green or silver color

ed beneath, with a fine serrate margin. They are thick,

leathery, and pubescent along the mid vein and on the

round petiole, ( Photograph on the next page.)

Longevity — Trees 100 to 125 years are common.

Maximum length of life is around 175 years.

SILVICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Reproductiol7may be obtained by sprouts, seed,

cuttings, wild seedlings or nursery stock. Natural

reproduction may be had by the use of seed trees, or,

if the original stand is removed at an age of 15 —20

years it will reproduce two crops from sprouts. Figure

2 page 13 shows abundant sprouting from a thirty year

old stump.

*" Trees of the Pacific Slope" By George B. Sudworth



Foliage and fruit of

Black Cottonwood - Populus trichocarpa
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Cottonwood Log Staminate Flower and

Branch

Typical Cottonwood Trunk
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If the seed tree method is used two pistillate and

two staminate trees per acre will be sufficient to restock

the area. This method is satisfactory where the area is not

covered with heavy undergrowth or brush. Newly logged •

areas , formerly occupied by: some other species, may be

restocked from adjacent cottonwood stands by the seed

tree method . When trees of saw-log size are removed

from an area it is almost impossible to obtain reproduction

due to the intolerance of the species and the dense under

growth. Cost of clearing for restocking is not warranted

in most cases. For artifical reproduction,planting of

wild seedlings, or cuttings is most desirable. In well

.cultivated and moist soils cuttings are cheaper, Quicker

and in all ways the most satisfactory.

Cottonwood is extremely exacting in its light

requirements. Direct overhead light is not sufficient uu

encourage reproduction. This extreme intolerance is re

sponsible for the large openings which occur in mature

pure stands. An example is shown by Fig. 2, and Fig.3

on Plate No.I. The tolerance of the species varies with

the amount of soil moisture. This accounts for the occasion

al tree which is growing in the shade but on an exceptionally

favorable site.

Cottonwood is not particularly susceptible to injury.

It is fairly wind firm, but in exposed places suffers from
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Vigorous sprouting of
a 30 year old stump.

Twenty year old plot
owned by the Crown Willam
ette Company at Oregon City,
Oregon. Maximum diameter
of twenty inches.

Scanner
Text Box
Picture Missing 
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breakage of its branches due to their brittleness. Very

little damage is done by fungi. The fungi doing the

most damage is Fomes applanatus. This fungus makes its

entrance through fire scars or wounds. This fungi attacks

both heartwood and sapwood ,causing a white rot that

weakens and sometimes kills the tree. The most common rust

is ( Urido melampson medusae ) which materially cheeks the

growth. Damage by insects is confined to a fev/ of the bark

beetles whi-eh is not common. Destruction by animals is

sometimes severe. The thin bark of young growth is relish

ed by rabbits and mice. In some cases entire plantations

have been destroyed in this manner. Cattle are fond Novf^

of the tender young shoots and, therefore, should be. kept

out of the plantations until the trees are of sufficient

height to prevent destruction of the season's growth.

Fire causes considerable damage to young plants, but

after the trees are twenty years old they have developed

bark thick enough to be resistant to fire.

METHODS OF PLANTING

In planting cottonwood either cuttings or wildgrown

seedlings may be used. Nurseries do not handle cottonwood

because of the difficulty of handling the seed,and the

comparative simplicity of the two planting methods just

mentioned. If using wild seedlings the following method
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is advised. "When possible, one year-old trees are the

best to be used unless they have to compete with weeds

and grass. Older seedlings are apt to be so large that

they are too expensive to handle. Seedlings which are

stocky and have a compact root system are the best type

to gather. They should be taken up before they have

had a chance to grow in the spring. If possible they

should be gathered after a heavy rain. Where rooted

stock is necessary and wild seedlings are not available,

nursery seedlings can be produced for less expense than

rooted cuttings,"

In planting seedlings, care must be taken not to

allow the roots to dry out before planting. The seed

lings may be bundled together ( in bundles of fifty or

one hundred)'and the roots covered with wet burlap or

sphagnum moss. If the tap roots are too long they may

be cut off 12 inches below the root collar. If the

trees are not to be planted for several days they should

be "heeled in" in a "trench deep enough for the roots and

part of the stem.

**"A cutting will display the characteristics of the

parent stock. The quality will, therefore , depend upon

the selection and character of the parent stock. Select-

* U.S. D.A; -Bulletin No.- 24- "Cottonwood in the Mississippi

Valley" By Henry S. Graves.

:;* Iowa Bulletin No. 223
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ion should be made from the same growing conditions and

from the type of stock desire to produce. The best

cuttings are obtained from vigorous growing ±rees prefer

ably from branches near the top and of the current growth.

Two year old wood is satisfactory but older wood should

not be used. A convenient length for cuttings is 18

inches. Cuttings are set out either plain or rooted.

Plain cuttings may be either fresh erf calloused. On

unfavorable sites it is advisable to use only root

stock.

^"Methods of field planting will differ little with

seedlings or cuttings. One of the best tools is a sharp

long, narrow-bladed spade. The blade should be long

' en ough to be inserted 12 inches into the ground. The

dirt may be filled in about the plant by forcing the

earth from the outside by several insertions of the

spade and finally firmed down about the plant with the

foot. Cuttings should be inserted about a foot. In

cultivated soil, where short cuttings are practicable,

they should be buried for their whole length, with the

exception of three or four inches of the top bearing

the bud, and may be set at an angle of nearly 45 degrees

with the surface in order to facilitate packing the

" * » U.S.D.A. Bulletin No.24. "Cottonwood in the

ississippi Valley"
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ea-rth about them. A plain pointed bar will serve for

planting cuttings."

*H bpring planting is recommended unless the locality

is subject to prolonged drought during that season. Fall

planting should be restricted to rooted stock. When pulp-

wood production on a short rotation is desired, an

initial spacing of 8 by 8feet will give the best results.

This will serve to clear the branches early and will

allow one thinning where it may be financially justified."

The Crown Willamette Company has used a 10 by 10 foot

spacing on their plantation along the river and obtained

very desirable results. On comparatively dry soil a' spac

ing as close as 6 by 6 feet may sometimes be justified .

Cottonwood thins itself very readily and consideration

must be given to this fact.

Clear cut areas may be reseeded from adjoining stands.

This is possible, when the area to be seeded is a narrow

strip adjoining a eottonwood stand. The width of strips

should not exceed 600 feet and it is much more satisfactory
if the strips are not over 400 feet wide. Natural stands

of eottonwood generally occur in narrow strips along

streams. If this method of reproduction is to be employed

*,T Tree Growth, Returns and uses of Planted Cottonwood

in Iowa n Bulletin No.223
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it is necessary that the ground be free from brush and

advance growth. The next thing of importance is that

the mineral soil is exposed to afford suitable germination

conditions. Cottonwood seed remains .fertile for a period

of two weeks after dissemination. If the seed does not

light in a place suitable for immediate germination it

is doubtful if it will ever germinate. A tree may be

depended upon to disseminate seed 600 feet.

One or two seed trees per esa»cii acre are sufficient

to restock the area. A number of staminate trees should

be left to insure fertilization of the pistillate flowers.

Approximately every fourth tree should be staminate.

In selecting seed trees care should be taken to select

those that are wind firm. Trees with a wide , deep

crown are wind resistant, and capable of producing

abundant seed. Seed trees must be old enough to produce

abundant fertile seed.

The intolerance of eottonwood causes rapid thinning.

Natural stands 40 to 50 years old are characterized

by large openings. As aresult of these large openings

considerable undergrowth comes in and makes it difficult

to establish reproduction.
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I hinnina And
Opacina Plan for Coftonwoool Plantation
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ORNAMENTAL TREES

Preventing Excessive Cotton Production

The male or staminate tree, does not produce cotton,

and its blooms are purplish in color until the pollen is

discharged. The blooms of the cotton bearing, or pistill

ate*^ tree are greenish and it is therefore easy to disting

uish them at blooming. The buds of staminate catkins \re

are approximately 2 or 3 times as large as those of the

cotton bearing or pistillate tree.

A solution of sulphuric acid is the effective spray

to use . A one per 6ent solution, when thoroughly applied

on the blooms,will kill all of them. A two percent solution,

however, is better because it will kill flowers which have

not been entirely covered with the spray. Twenty four

hours after spraying with sulphuric acid solution, blooms

of the cotton wood are wilted and practically killed.

The spraying should be done between the time the

catkins appear and the leaves are unfolding a period

of about three weeks.

Equipment required The type of power sprays

used throughout the East against the elm leaf beetle

is well suited for spraying the cottonwood trees. The

type of equip is a triplex force pump with 3 cylinders

and giving a pressure of approximately 300 pounds per
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square inch. Copper alloy cylinders should be used ,

and the same metal for the base and all parts of the

pump which come in contact with the acid solution.

Two men in a crew, one to do the spraying and

another to run the engine and direct spraying, is

sufficient.

The time require ,'to spray a tree is from 7.5

minutes to 10 minutes depending on the tree and its

location.

The cost,exclusive of gas for the engine, ranges

from 21—32 cents a tree.

Formulae for acid solution The solution used

is 2 per cent by volume not by weight. That is Sulphuric

acid 2,5 fluid ounces, water—1 gallon. For large

spraying outfits , acid, 1 gallon , and water,49 gallons.

The acid should be stirred into the water by putting

water into the container first and then stirring in the

acid.

This spray may be used on other trees which blossom

before the leaves come out.

* This article was taken from a serap book and the

author is not given.
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Another method of eliminating cotton production

is by severe pruning, that is removing all smaller

branches and nearly all the large ones. In some oases

pollarding is practiced. This is very unsatisfactory

aesthetically and because of the high cost of pruning.

. WINDBREAKS

Windbreaks influence such factors as mechanical

force of the wind,evaporation and heat. Mechanical

force of the wind is resisted in a self evident manner

by forming an obstruction which causes an apposing force

to the wina. Which causes a: less damaging effect to

the soil.

Evaporation is one of the chief matters of concern,

and it is in regions of insufficient moisture that the

wind break finds its chief value. Evaporation is in

fluenced by three things — heat, dryness of the air,

and of the rapidity of movement. Hence, anything which

reduces the rate of evaporation may effect an appreciable

saving of the moisture supply.

While the wind break affects evaporation by check

ing the movement of the surface air currents, it may

also, affect the temperature of the air.

A body of trees modifies the temperature of the air

within i/t. In the day time direct insolation is prevented
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and the air is cooler than it is out side. At night

the heat waves radiated from the ground are intercept

ed and the air under the tree is warmer than outside.

Quantites of heat stored by trunks and limbs is only

slowly radiated so in this manner helps to control

temperature . The main factor is, however, the benefits

derived at a distance from the wind break by checking

the circulation of air currents. .

Cottonwood has been used to considerable advantage

as a wind break in the past. Perhaps it.can be made more

useful in the future. Cottonwood reaches a size suit

able for protection within five years and in ten years

may produce a large supply of cordv/ood and fence posts.

Several cases are known in which the wind break, origin

ally planted for protection from wind and for use also

as fuel,has been the source of material for buildings

such as barns, and hoghouses. One case is known in

which the barn constructed from material taken from

a cottonv/ood windbreak that is still standing after

40 years. The material which has not been exposed to

the weather is still in excellent shape. The lumber

used was sawed in 1", 2" x 4", and 2" x 12" material.

Cottonwood windbreaks have been found of great

value when planted around orchards as a protection

from strong winds. Winds do considerable damage when
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the trees are in bloom and later by breaking the

limbs which are heavily laden with fruit.

In localities which are frequented by heavy snow ,

which drifts badly, windbreaks are valuable as a means

of holding back the large drifts from around buildings.

The same results may be obtained along railroads which

suffer great damage by drifting snow. The groves be

sides giving protection from drifting snow form a

means of utilizing the right of way in a manner which

will return a reasonable profit. The logs produced may

be sold for the manufacture of box lumber, posts,excel

sior and various other articles. The railroads have

the added advantage of using their own transportation.
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MANAGEMENT

If cottonwood stands on the Pacific Coast are to

be maintained ,some form of management is essential.

Management may be considered for natural stands,and

plantations or woodlots. Natural stands will require

but little consideration in regard to fire hazard due

to their natural habitat. A patrol system during the

season of high temperature and low humidity will afford

sufficient protection. Protection of this type will

cost about three cents per acre. If natural reproduct

ion is desired a short rotation will be necessary. This

type of rotation is best suited to the production of

pulpwood, and should not be over thirty years. If a

rotation of twenty years is used the area will reproduce

itself from sprouts. A thinning at ten years will supply

material large enough to pay its cost and at the same

time yield a profit. It will also increase the growth

rate of remaining material. This type of management

will yield 4-5 cords per acre per year. If saw log

material is desired natural reproduction cannot be

depended upon and some type of artificial reproduction

will be necessary.

For farm v/oodlots the farmer will be able to act

as patrolman and at the same time perform his other
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duties. This will eliminate the cost of fire protection.

These areas should not be pastured. The length of rota

tion will depend upon the type of material to be produc

ed. If the woodlot is planted for profit alone, care

should be taken to utilize only those lands which will

produce trees more profitably than any other crop. Wind

breaks can often be developed as an additional source of

revenue for the farm. Cottonwood reaches a size suit

able for protection within five years and within ten

years will supply considerable cordwood and a large

number of fence posts. Several cases are known where

the windbreak originally planted for protection from

wind, and for use as fuel, which have been the source

of material for buildings such as barns and hog houses.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Value of materials produced

Logs §8 — yl5, average $12 per M in the river

Lumber $ 18 — % 70 per M, I inch material.

Pulp wood bolts ^7 — | 15 per cord.

Excelsior wood f 7,48 per.cord ( 1923 )

Cooperage logs per M f.o.b. Factory §12.00

Veneer logs per M f.o.b.Factory,,! 15.14

Average value per M | 23.07 11923)

COST OF PRODUCING AND NET RETURNS

30 M board feet of lumber per acre O § 23.00 ^ev M , 690.00

50 cords fuel wood © f 2.50 125.00

: 815.00

Cost per acre

Cost of logging 30 M @ £.5.00 per M | 150.00
Cost of milling 30 H O $ 6.00 per M 180.00
Cost of planting with compound interest
O 4fo on $ 10.00 for 35 years 39.00
Annual expenses ( taxes & protection )
10 cents per acre with compound inter
est O Afo ; for 35 years & capitalized. 75,00
Compound Int. at 4$ on soil value of

(25.00 per acre. 73.75
Total costs $ 516.71

Net returns for 35 year period h 298,29
Average net return per acre per
year above 4$S compound interest .8.80

J
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PART II

UTILIZATION AND USES

Supply

In abundance black cottonwood is second to red alder.

Three hundred twenty-two million six hundred forty- three

thousand board feet are used annually. However, this is

on the decrease. The consumption for pulp in 1922 was

85$ of all woods. Southeastern Alaska produced 2,000,000

cords in 1929, which v/as used for pulp by the soda process.

**" The annual consumption in Washington is; pulp 11,000,

000 board feet, cooperage 50,000 board feet, excelsior

1,265,000 board feet."

The size of logs used vary from eight inches to four

feet in diameter for sixteen foot logs. The average log

is 20 inches in diameter. For cordv/ood the stem is util

ized to a minimum diameter of four inches.

The annual consumption up to the present date has

been 322, 643,000 board feet.

The present stands of cottonwood ( Populus tricho

carpa) are in most cases within 5—10 miles of a rail

road and perhaps the farthest is not more than 30-40 miles,

**Forest and Wood-using industries of Washington —

By Willism H. Gibbons
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MATERIALS

Cottonwood when exposed to the weather and in contact

with the soil will last but two or three years. If kept

dry it will last from 35 to 40 years. Where it has

been used for interior finish cases are known where after

40 years the wood is as sound as ever. If treated with

creosote the life is increased from 3 to 25 years. The

dividing line between spring and summer wood is but

moderately conspicuous. Populus trichocarpa is only

moderately hard, has a high shock resistance, and weighs

24 to 25 pounds per cubic foot, or nearly the same as

v/hite pine, *B It has a modulus of rupture of 85%, and

of elasticity of 67^ that of white oak," The wood has

a close even texture, is quite porous, and has an average

fiber length of 1.15 millimeters. It is very suitable

for backing for more costly woods in the manufacture of

musical instruments, Cottonwood has a tendency to warp

and requires care in seasoning.

Shrinkage

Radial Tangential

Cottonwood 3,6 8.6
White pine 2.2 5.9
Chestnut 3.4 6.7

* U.S.D.A. Statistical Bulletin No. 21

** U.S.D.A. Bulletin 556
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The degree of staining produced with casien and

and vegetable glues is slight. These glues cause the

most trouble of any of the glues by staining.

Market

The present market seems to be on the decrease and

perhaps for industries other than paper pulp and excelsior

will probably continue to decrease. The annual consumption

is 322,643,000 board feet.

Prices at present are: logs $10—$18 average about

$15 per thousand, lumber $18—^70 per thousand 1 inch

in thickness. Pulp wood in bolt's $9 per cord. Excelsior

wood from $6.50 - $11.50 per cord.

A quotation of prices per thousand in logs for past

years are as follows:

Date 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 . 1922 1923 1924

Price $23.19 26.13 32.24 33.38 25.05 26.95 30.19 29.43

Market is chiefly for the following industries :

Veneer, pulp and paper, cooperage , excelsior, and furniture.

Uses

Cottonwood as cordwood finds a ready market in

localities in which timber is scarce. It sells for as

high as §5.00 a cord. The heat value is not high com

pared with denser woods. The seasoned wood makes a

bright, quick heat relatively free from smoke and is

especially desirable for cooking. The number of B.T.U's
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produced by cottonwood is approximately 50% of the

more dense woods such as oak, ash, and maple ,

The amount of residue or ash is ,096% of dry weight

of the wood,

*" Cooperage —The annual consumption in this

industry by the state of Washington is 50,000 board

feet," Cottonwood is not particularly well suited

to this industry as it has the undesirable features

of warping. Use of cottonwood in this field is chief

ly for slack cooperage, It may be used , in some cases,

for tight cooperage if the inside of the barrel is

coated with paraffin for water proofing.

Excelsior Black cottonwood is the most desirable

of the native woods of the Pacific Coast for this in

dustry • *"Washington consumes 1,265,000 board feet

annually in this industry," It has a value of approx

imately ^10 a cord at the plant. The light color,

softness, light weight, ease of machining and springy-

ness of the finished excelsior make it very desirable

for this industry. The annual cut of cottonwood for

excelsior is approximately 62,000 cords.

* Forests and The Wood-using Industries of Washington

By William H. Gibbons
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Cottonwood Veneer—* Approximately 35,000,000 board

feet consumed annually in the manufacture of veneer.

** "In 1925 V/ashington 2,000,000board feet of black cotton

wood in this industry." Cottonwood is very desirable for

veneer because of its softness, which enables the use of

the rotary method of cutting without steaming the log.

The wood is very strong in proportion to its weight.

The undesirable feature of warping is over come by its

use as cores in the manufacture of ply-woods. Finished

cottonwood verieer panels are easily finished and work

well. The hard surface is very satisfactory for paint

ing. The ability of cottonwood to bend without slivering

makes it Very desirable for use as forms, to be covered

with cloth , The cores of veneer logs, if cut by the

rotary method, are suitable for use as mine rolls, or

may be sawed for further production of veneer, used as

fuel, or in the manufacture of pulp.

•Pulpwood — Cottonwood was the chief wood used for

pulp when the paper industry began on the Pacific coast.

The rapidly diminishing supply of cottonwood and the

introduction of a different process to utilize waste

and otherwise unmerchantable conifers , has practically

* U.S.D.A. Statistical Bulletin No.21

** Forests and the Wood-using Industries of Washington •

By William H. Gibbons
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eliminated it from this industry, Cottonwood has now

dropped in production to where it forms about 2(/o of

the production on the coast . *"In 1925 Washington

used 11,000,000 board feet." Cottonwood pulp is very

short fibered( 1.15 millimeters long) and must be com

bined with about 60% of some other longer fibered

material. Paper produced is used chiefly for books.

Southeastern Alaska produced 2,000,000 cords in

1929, which was used for pulp by the soda process.

Furniture — Large quantities of cottonwood

are used in furniture, especially in the cheaper grades.

The wood stains very well and the uneven colorings of

the heartwood makes it possible to develop some very

pleasing results. In some eases cottonwood has been

varnished and stamped with a rubber stamp to give the

appearance of oak. The resulting article is difficult

to distiguish from oak, if seen at a distance. Cotton

wood is used in parts of the furniture which will not

be exposed to view. The principal parts of the furniture •

manufactured are: drawers , backs and bottoms, chair seats,

bars for the backs of chairs, back panels, and trunk trays.

The desirable features of cottonwood for furniture are

ease of working, smooth finish, good surface for painting,

* Forest and Wood using Industries of Washington

By William H. Gibbons
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strength,and stiffness.

Automobile and Truck Bodies— The unusual strength

in accordance to the weight of cottonwood, combined with

the ease of tooling, has made it very prominent.for use

in truck bodies and tops. The pieces or partsi of the

frame made of cottonwood are the slat, roofing and fillers.

It is also used in construction of light delivery bodies,

horse drawn vehicles, and carts.

Boxes and Crates— Strength as compared to light weight

is a most valuable factor for shipping boxes and crates,

Cottonwood is surpassed in this respect only by red gum,

A larger proportion of boxes are made of cottonwood than

any other wood, The fact that the wood is tasteless

makes it very desirable for packing food stuffs. The

chief types of boxes and containers made are, butter,

cigar, dried fruit and fresh fruit boxes,and egg crates.

Lumber from cottonwood When used for lumber it

must be used where it will not be in contact with the soil

or moisture. The articles manufactured for this purpose

are ceiling, rooding, partitions, bridge plank, framing

in some freight cars. It can be used for siding if paint

ed heavily with paint containing considerable oil.

Minor articles made of cottonwood— Dishes, wire-end;

woodenware; pails; candy, lard, jelly and pickles; drums,

coffeeand vegetable; baskets, berry, grape, fruit, market

etc; plugs; and woodenware. Backing of more oostly woods
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in musical instruments.

Post — Cottonwood may be used for posts with desir

able results if treated with creosote at an approximate

cost of ten cents each. Posts of this type have been

in service for seventeen years and are still in excellent

condition. Posts which have not been treated v/ill last

only two to three years.

A very satisfactory treatment of posts is by the use

of corrosive sublimate. This is applied by drilling a

slanting hole, about -f- of an inch in diameter at the

ground line and in to about the center (or 1^-" to 2" deep)

of the post. Fill the hole with equal quantities of

corrosive sublimate, arsenic, and salt , and then plug

the hole with a cork. Drill one to three holes in

accordance with the size of the post. The holes should

be arranged around the post as shown in the following

diagram.

C rojs sec/ion of poaf

/\rratnjemenf~ ofholes
When three crre necessary

{jfoun dim e y

m

//o/e

JHI m
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One hole is sufficient for a post 4 " in diameter.

The number of holes per post should be increased in

proportion to the increase in volume of wood. The cost

of this treatment is 7—15 cents per post. An advantage

of this method is that you can use green posts. Posts

treated by this method have been known to last 40 years.

Cottonwood has been found a very desirable preserv- /

ative when the article treated is to be used in contact

with the ground, exposed to the elements, or where the

color or odor is not objectionable. Creosote may be

applied by the open tank method , under pressure, or

with a brush. The life of timbers may be increased to

35 years and in the case of fence posts to an average

length of life of 25 years.
I

For more complete details onthe preservation of timbers

refer to U.S.D.A. Bulletin 744.

The results of an experiment, conducted by the

Chicago, Burlington and Qjuincy Railroad, showed that

cottonwood ties untreated lasted 2.9 years. When the

ties were creosoted only 11* % had been removed, at

21 years, as the result of decay.
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CONCLUSIONS

The qualities which make cottonwood outstanding

are, rapid growth, ease of establishing new stands,

variety of uses, and its services as a dual purpose

species. This tree will probably be most prominent

in windbreaks, in plantations along streams and wet

places , and especially on wet waste lands,

Cottonwood will be found of high value as a

means of preventing erosion by running water. The

extensive root system is very desirable in holding

the soil. The ease with which it reproduces and

establishes itself is an added advantage. One

trouble, which may present itself, is in the case

of water ditches where the abundance of cottony

seed falling in the water may make the water un

desirable for drinking purposes. A remedy for this

is selecting and planting only one s>ac. of the species

along the water course . This would necessitate ob

taining reproduction by planting or coppice. For

preventing erosion by streams cottonwood cannot

be excelled. It is the first tree to become estab

lished on newly formed land or islands. The abund

ance of seeds , which are deposited on the newly

formed land by receding freshets , combined with
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ideal germinating conditions are responsible for the

abundance of cottonwood in these localities. There

fore, if cottonwood is planted along the streams its

seeds will be easily disseminated and new stands

quickly established on the newly formed land. This

will hold the accumulated soil in place and prevent

further silting of streams.

Under present conditions cottonwood will probably

be restricted to the uses just stated. Windbreaks and

small wood lots in localities where timber is scarce

will be the outstanding uses. As the lumber industry

progresses and intensified forestry becomes more com

mon, cottonwood should become an outstanding contender

as.a source of material because of its rapid growth,

large volume production , the short time required to

produce desirable sizes, and a minimum expenditure

of finances for the amount of material produced.




